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Historical linguistics and evolutionary framework (Poster)

BEDLAN is a multidisciplinary research group focusing on the evolution
of linguistic variation, including mechanisms of languages divergence
and linguistic dispersion. This is done by applying frameworks and
methods from evolutionary biology to different types of data sets: One
subproject compares cross-linguistic data from the whole Uralic family,
another focuses on historical Finnish dialects and third on current
sociolinguistic change in speech. The applied data sets and methods allow
for co-operating with international projects conducting similar studies on
other language families. By comparing the results of our studies to 250
years of research in historical Uralistics, we can offer a comprehensive
synthesis of the prehistory of the Uralic language family to international
researchers of phylogenetic linguistics as well as to a transdisciplinary
audience interested in human prehistory. Specifically, we aim at coupling
our project with studies in Uralic archaeology and genetics carried out by
other groups.  Ultimately, we aim at drawing a transdisciplinary picture
of the prehistory of Uralic speaking populations.  One specific idea of
BEDLAN, which we will present on our poster, is the study of the
mechanisms behind linguistic divergence. This has been done mostly on
the “microevolutionary level”: studying linguistic diversification with
Finnish dialects. Until now, the team has allocated the resources in order
to building solid data foundations to our studies as well as by testing
various new methods to be adopted to traditional linguistic studies.
Recently funded follow-up projects will expand the study to patterns and
mechanisms of concurrent dialectal change (i.e. diachronic data on the
urban Helsinki dialect) and to study how much old dialectal areas co-
occur with cultural, administrative and biogeographical areas within
Finland. In the latter approach, advantage is taken of methods provided
by geographical information systems (GIS).


